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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1991 
(OPEN COURT, JURY NOT =SENT:) 
CLERK: THE M)L;UIWING EXHIBITS HAVE BEEM ADMITTED 
I N T O  EVIDENCE: 3-164, B-251, 8-252, 3-253, B-254, b-255, 3-282 
~ - 1 8 0 ~  mn A-UOB. 
(PIAUNTIFF'S EXHIBITS A-18UA & 
A-1808 RECEIVED IN EVIDNCE) 
(DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS 8-164, 
B-252 THROUGH 8-255 t, B-282 
RECEIVED Ill EWREMCE) 
THE COURT: GOOD MORNING, COVNSEL. ' 
MR. PASAHOW: GOOD MORNING. 
1 
FIGG: GOOD MORNING, YOUR HONOR. 
COURT: I JUST WANT To M&KE SURE OF ONE THING 
BEFORE WE START INSTRUCTING THE JURY: 
THE URGE BOOK THAT YOU BROUGHT IN mrs MOWING 
REFLECTS THE MANGES, D E ~ T x O N S ,  ET CETERA, IN ALL OF TIIE 
INSTRUCTIONS, EXCEPT FOR THE 03VIOUSNESS; IS THAT CORRECT? 
MR. LEWIS: THAT'S CD-CT, YOUR HOBTOR. 
m. FIGG: TEAT'S CORRECT, 
THE COURT: OKAY, THAT WAS NICE, SIEJeE I GOT HERE AT 
7:oo WIS MORNING AND PIECED IT ALL TOGETHER MYSELF, 
(LAUGHTER) 
COrnT: AMP YOU HAY HAVE THOUGHT TRm Dl3 
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21-3013 
ENGAGED IN EfARD SERVZS, BUT I'M TELLING YOU THAT THEY OVERDID I 
OH THE HARD RETURNS, BECAUSE -9 ON THE COMPUTER, BECAUSE WffEN W 
TRIED TO PRINT OUT SOME OF THE msmummm AFTER MAKING SOME 
MODIFICATIONS, WE HAD A BORRIBLE TIME, WHICH I§ WHY THAT PAGE 
WAS SORT OF CONFUSED. 
AND IF YOU 9'- A IxK)K AT SOBE OF IT, YOU K N O W ,  YOU'VE 
GOT A LOT OF HARD RETURNS, SO CONSEQUENTLY W SPACmG W A S  Au 
OFF. 
(IAUGHTER) 
THE COURT: AND SO WE HAD A HORRIBLE TIME. WE WANTED 
TO TRY TO PRINT IT OUT. IT W A S  HOT EASY. 
SO, ANYWAY , THAT W A S  THE REASON FQR 'THE DELAY t OKAY? 
CANDACE L* FRAElCfS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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EIR. -1s: YES, YOUR €€OHOR, I BELIEVE WE DID. 
THE COURT: AND YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE A FINAL COPY? 
I'VE GOT A FAX COPY BUT wrm SOME MARKINGS ON IT. DO YOU IWE 
CANDACE L- FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPURTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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THE COURT: A-79? OKAY. FINE, 
MR. FIGG: THANK YOU. 
(PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT A-79 
RECEIVED m EVIDENCE) 
(OPEN COURT, SDRY PRESEHT:) 
THE COURT: GOOD MORNING, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, 
?FRE JURORS: GOOD MORNING. 
THE COURT: SORRY TO KEEP YOU WAITXNG. IT'S A 
COMBINATION OF FAmORS. 
I SUSPECT THAT WF, WOULD DO BETTER XF WE WENT BACK TO 
THE Q U I U  AGE, BUT WE HAD SOME -- SOHE MATERIALS THAT WERE 
SUBMITTED BY PRINT -- BY COWPUTER AND DISK, AND I SAT bow AT 
THX COMFUTER THIS MORNING AND FOUND OUT TI€@ FORHAT WAS A LX- 
DIFFERENT AND HAD TO PLAY AROUND WITH IT A LITTI33 TOO LONG IN 
ORDER TO GET IT PRINTED OUT. 
AND SO 1 APOLOGIZE TO YOU, BUT FROM NOW OM, THE TIME IE 
GOING TO BE YOURS IN TERMS OF DOING WITH IT AS YOU W I L L ,  
BECAUSE, AFTER I GIVE YOU TfIE INSTRUCTIONS, T H E  ATTORNEYS W I L L  
MAKE THEIR ARGUMENTS TO YOU AND TEIEpj THE HATTER WILL BE 
SUBMITTED TO YOU FOR YOUR DELTBERATXON. 
AND you MAY WISH TO DECIDE DURIHG o m  OF m n  RECESSES 
BETWEEN THOSE EVENTS HOW IDNG YOU WISH TO STAY TODAY. IF YOU 
WISH TO KEEP DfFFmNT HOURS YOU'VE BEEN REEPING, THAT'S 
FINE, AS WNG AS YOU Au AGREE TO IT. 
CANDACE L. FRAMCfS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, YSDC, 415-431-6080 
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21-3016 
WISH, IN DELIBERATIONS OR KEEP THE SAME HOURS YOU'VE BEEN 
KEEPING RERETOFORE, INCLUDING COMING IN ON FRIDAY AS WELL. SO 
W I L L  LEAVE THAT UP TO YOU. 
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE, NOTHING OMITTED) 
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THE COURT: HOW, THIS IS PROBABLY THE U % S T  
SCINTILLATING PART OF "HE TRIAL, I W I L L  BE THE FIRST TO ADMIT, 
BECAUSE IT'S THE PORTION OF THE TRIAL WHERE I T E U  YOU WHAT THE 
I A W  fS THAT APPLIES, AND IT'S -- IT'S RATHER CUT AND DRIED 
AND 0- BUT YET IT'S VERY IHPORTANT, 
ALSO, THE INSTRUCTIONS THAT YOU W I L L  BE GIVEN W I L L  BE 
GIVEN TO YOU IN WRITING, SO THAT YOU DO MOT HAVE TO -- AND I 
THINK WOULD EloT BE A WISE USE OF YOUR TXME OR EFFORT TO TRY TO 
TAKE NOTES OH IT, BECAUSE I THINK IT WOULD PlAKE MORE SENSE IF 
YOU JUST LISTEN TO IT AND TRY TO SENSE OF IT AS A WHOLE, 
AND THEN IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT A PARTICULAR 
INSTRUCTION, YOU W I L L  HAVE THEM IN WRITING AWD YOU CAN THEN 
FOCUS IN ON THOSE PARTICULAR 1NSTRUCTXONS.- 
THE INSTRUCTIONS ARE ESSENTIALLY DIVIDED INTO THREE 
PARTS, PERHAPS FOUR ACTUALLY: ONE HAVING TO W WITH YOUR DUTIES 
As JURORS: 
ANOTHER HAVING TO DO WITH TEE EVIDENCE AND WHAT rs 
EVIDENCE, AND WEIGHING THE TESTIMONY OF WITNESSES AND HOW TO 
TREAT PARTICULAR TYPES OF TESTIMONY OR EXPERT WITNESSES; 
AND m N  WHAT I'M SURE IS GOING TO BE MOST CRITICAL TO 
YOU, AND THAT rs WWAT MUST BE movm IN THIS CASE IN TERMS OF 
THE BOROEN OF PROOF AND WHAT THE I A W  IS THAT APPLIES TO EACH OF 
THE COMTENTXOIJS HERE OF IWALIDfTY, NAMELY, ANTICIPATION AND 
OBVIOUSNXSS AND WHAT ALL OF THAT MEAlJS, AND THOSE ARE FAIRLY 
CANDACE Lt FRANCIS, OFFICIAL RE-TER, USW, 415-431-6080 
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AND THEN, FINALLY, !l'FE3E ARE SOME CONCLUDING 
INSTRUCTIONS WHICH I W I L L  GIVE YOU AFTER THE ATIKRNEYS HAVE 
ARGUED TO YOU, AND THOSE HAVE TO DO WITE YOUR DUTIES ABOUT 
DELIBERATION AND HOW YOU PROCEED. 
YOU W I L L  RECALL m T 8  AT THE OUTSET OF THIS CASE, YOU 
SWORN As M D  f mfs, you m T ,  fN FACT, You'= 
JUDGES, BECAUSE YOU ARE JUDGES OF THE FACTS. AND YOU HAVE TO 
DECIDE FROM THE FACTS, THE EVIDENCE THAT YOU'VE HEARD fW THIS 
CASE, WHAT YOU BELIEVE TO BE THE TRUE FACTS AWD APPLY THE LAW TO 
IT AND fN THAT EZANNER ARRIVE AT YOUR VERDICT. 
YOU MUST F0-W THE LAW AS I GIVE IT TO you# WH-R 
YOU AGREE W I T H  IT OR NOT. 4 
AND YOU MUST NOT BE INFLUEMCED BY_-= PERSONAL LIKES OR 
DISLIKES, OPINIONS, PREJUDICES, OR SYMPATHY, THAT MEANS THAT 
YOU MUST DECIDE THE CASE SOLELY OH T?fE EVIDENCE BEFORE YOU AND 
ACCORDING TO THE L A W .  AND YOU'LL =CALL THAT YOU T W K  AN OATH 
To DO JUST THAT AT THE OWESET OF THE PROCEEDXNGS. 
IN FOLLOWING THESE IpISTRUcfIONS, YOU MUST FOUAW ALL OF 
THEM AND NOT SINCLJ?, OUT AMY ONE PARTfCUIAR ONE AND IGNORE 
OTHERS. 
NOW, OBVIOUSLY, SOME OF TIEM APPLY TO SOME CIAIMS 
AND -0 OR, RATHER, TO CLAIMS OF TH3 -- OF INVALIDITY, 
ANTICIPATION OR omrousmss, JWD SOBE -0 AMD SOME DO NOT, BUT 
IN OTHER RESPECTS, THEY ARE ALL MFQRTANT AND YOU MUST NOT READ 
MYTHING INTO THESE INSTRUCTIONS TO INDICATE WRAT f THINK YOU 
CANDACB L. FRANCIS, OFFPICXU REPORTER, usm# 415-431-1080 
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SHOULD FIND, NOR SHOULD YOU READ IMTO ANYTHING THAT I'VE SAID UE 
DONE WHAT f THINK YOU SHOULD FIND.  
BUT IT MUST BE BASED UPON TEIE I A W  AS GIVEN TO YOU IN THESE 
INSTRUCTfONS 0 
THE VERDICT MUST BE YOURS, 
NOW, YOUR VERDXCT, AS I SAID, MUST BE BASED f3poN THE 
EVIDENCE, AND THE EVIDENCE IN THE CASE COMES FROM THE TESTIMONY 
OF THE WITNESSES -- AND THi%T"S THE TESTfMWY THAT HAS BEEN 
ADMITTED INTO EVIDENCE -0 WHETHER fT W A S  BY VIRTUE OF RI-CT 
EXAMINATION OR CROSS-EXAMINATION, REGARDLESS OF WHO CALLED THE 
WITNESSES. 
THE TESTIMONY -- OR THE WIDEN= CONSISTS ALSO OF THE 
DOCUMENTS, AND THE EXHIBITS THAT WERE ADMITTED INTO EVIDENCB, 
AND ANY FACTS TO WHICH THE LAWYERS HAVE STTPULATED. AND YOU 
W I L L  RECALL DURING THE COURSE OF THE TRIAL THERE WERE SOHE 
STIPULATIONS THAT WERE ENTERED INTO, 6- OF THUSE 
ACTUALLY ENTERED INTO EVIDENCE AND ARE EXHIBITS. 
OF COURSE, DEEMED TO BE FACTS, AND YOU ARE MOT TO MAKF, AMY 
ADDITIONAL FfMDXEJG WITH RESPECT TO THE FACT THAT IS AGREED TO BY 
THE LAWYERS I# THE STIPUIATfON. 
AND THOSE ARE, 
THERE ARE MAHI! THINGS THAT OCCUR DURING THX C O W E  OF 
THE TRIAL !lXAT ARE NOT EVIDENCE. AGAIN, I TOLD YOU AT THE 
OUTSET OF THE TRIAL THhT THOSE THINGS ARE IMmRTANT, BUT TREY'RE 
IMPORTANT FOR DIFFEREHT REASONS AND NOT FOR EVIDENTIARY REASONS. 
THE ARGUMENTS AND THE STATEMENTS BY THE fibwyERS ARE NO2 
EVIDENCE? BECAUSE THEY ARE HOT WITNESSES. WKhT THEY HAVE SALXD 
CANDACE L* FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, VSDC, 415-431-6080 
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21-3020 IlSSTRwcrfONS To THE JURY 
DURING THE COURSE OF THEIR TRIAL -- DURING TKE COURSE OF THE 
TRIAL MAY BE FOR TH3 PURPOSE OF ELICITING TESTIMONY =Pf THE 
WITNESS, BUT IT IS THE WImJESS' ANSWER THAT IS THE TESTIMONYI 
AND THE QUESTIONS ARE ONLY TO BE CONSIDERED BY YOU fH TH&T 
RESPECT AS THEY SUPPLY HEANING TO THE ANSWER. 
THE OPENING STATEMEMTS HAD THE PURPOSE OF GIVING YOU AN 
OVERVIEW OF THE CASE. 
THE ARGWENTS ARE THE ATM)RWGYS' ADVOCACY P6SITIONS, 
THEIR OBLIGATION TO -- TO ARGUE TO YOU THE FACTS IN THE LIGHT 
THAT'S MOST FAVORABLE TO =fR CLfENTS. AND TEAT'S mRTBEPT.  
SOMETIMES, AFTER AU OF -- OF THE WEEKS OF LlSTEHING TO THE 
EVIDENCE, YOU BEGIN TO GET A FIX ON THE CASE'AND A SET WAY OF 
XDOKING AT -- AT THE FACTS, AND THE ATT0-S W I U  €333- YOU !FO 
SEE IT -- OR SEE THE FACTS IN PERHAPS A DIFFERENT LIGRT. 
AND IT'S VERY MUCH LIKE -KING AT THINGS THROUGH 
DIFFERENT KINDS OF PRISMS OR DIFFERENT PARTS OF A PRISM, AEJD YOU 
W I L L  SEE THINGS JUST A LITTLE BIT DIFFERENTLY. 
AND THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT THE LAWYER'S J03 IS, TO HELP 
YOU SEE THOSE FACTS rN THZ LIGHT THAT'S HOST F A V O R A B ~  TO THEIR 
CLIENT, BUT ALSO IN A DIFPEREHT U G H T ,  AND TO TRY TO PERSUADE 
YOU IN THAT RESPECT. 
BUT KEEP IN MIBID THAT IF THE LAWYERS STATE SOMETHING IN 
THEIR ARGUHRNTS THAT YOU BELIEVE IS NOT A CORRECT STAT- OF 
THE FACTS TH&T YOU HEARD, IT'S UP TO YOU TO RELY WPON THE 
STATEMENT OF FACTS THAT YOU HEARD IN THE TESTIMOH?+! OF 'ME 
CANDACE L. FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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INSTRUCTIOHS m THE JURY 21-3021 
WITNESSES AND NOT UPON THE STATEMENTS OF THE LAWYERS IN THAT 
RESPECT. 
AND, OF COURSE, YOU MUST BOT CONSIDER ANY TESTIMONY 
THAT'S BEEM EXCLUDED. 
INSTRUCTED TO DISREGARD IT, OR fP IT WAS STRI-N AND I 
NEGIZCI'ED TO TELL YOU TO DISREGARD IT, YOU RECaU F'ROH THE 
IF ANY TESTIMONY W A S  STRICKEN, YOU ARE 
OUTSET r SAID THAT YOU MUST DISREGARD ANY STRICKEN TEST~PIONY. 
THAT IS NOT EVIDENCE. 
ALSO, OF COURSE, ANYTHING SEEN OR DONE OUTSIDE THE 
COURTROOM IS NOT EVIDENCE, U l D  YOU MUST ALL DECIDE TEE CASE 
BASED UPON THE SAME EVIDEHCE PLND THAT MEANS TWE EVIDEMCE THAT 
WAS ADMITTED IN THIS TRIAL. I 
THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF mmmcE: JXREEC AND 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL. 
DIRECT EVIDENCE fS DIRECT PROOF OF A FACT, SUCH AS 
SOMETHING THAT A WXTNlESS HAS -- WAS HIMSELF OR HERSELF SEEH 
OR . . OR DONE OR HEARD; 3N OTRER WORDS, THE TESTIMONY OF AN 
EYEWITNESS. 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE IS INDIRECT EVIDENCE; THA?C IS, 
PROOF OF A CHAIN OF FACTS FROM WHICH'YOU COULQ FIND THAT ANOTHER 
FACT EXISTS, EVEN THOUGH IT HAS NOT BEEN PROVED DIRECTLY. 
YOU'RE ENTITLED TO CONSIDEX BOTH KINDS OF EVIDENCE. 
THE LAW PERMITS YOU To GI= EQUAL WEIGHT TO BOTH, BUT IT IS FOR 
YOU TO DECIDE HOW MUCH WEIGHT TO GIVE TO ANY EVTDEMCE, AND IT IS 
FOR YOU TO DECIDE WK5THER A FACT HAS BEEN PROVED BY 
CANDACE L. FRANCISf OFFICIAL REPORTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE. 
IN MAKING THAT DECISION, YOU MUST CONSIDER ALL OF THE 
EVIDENCE r N  LTGHT OF THE REASON, COMMON SENSE AND EXPERIENCE 
THAT YOU BRING TO THIS CASE, 
fN DECIDING THE FACTS APrD WHAT FACTS YOU W f U  
YOU MUST CONSIDER AND WEIGH THE TESTIMOHY OF WITNESSES. 
YOU MAY DISBELIEVE AS& OR ANY PART OF A WITMESS' 
TESTIMONY. IN HAKING THAT meIsroN, YOU HAY TAKE INTO ACCOUNT A 
NUMBER OF FACTORS, INCLUDING THE FOLLOWIWG: 
WAS THE WITNESS ABLE To SEE OR HEAR OR KNOW THINGS 
ABOUT WHIM THE WITNESS TESTIFIED? 
HOW mLL W A S  TWE WWITNXSS AB= TO RECALL AND DESCRIBE 
THOSE THINGS? L 
WHAT WAS THE WfTNFSS' HAMNF,R WHILE TESTIFYING? 
DID THE WITHF,SS HAVE Aw INTEREST IN THE OUTCOME OF THE 
CASE OR ANY BIAS OR PREJUDICE CONCERNING ANY PARTY OR ANY MA- 
INVOLVED IN "HE CASE? 
HOW REASOHABLe WAS THE WITNESS' TESTIMONY CONSIDERED IN 
LIGHT OF ALL OF THE EVIDENCE ra THE CASE? 
W A S  I"fIE WXTNESS' TESTIMONY CONTRADICTED BY SOMETHING 
THAT THAT WITNESS HAS SAID OR WNE AT SOME OTHER TIME, OR BY THE 
TESTIMONY OF OTHER WITNESSES, OR BY OTHER EVIDENCE? 
IN DECIDING WHETHER OR NOT TO BELIEVE A Wl"NESS, KEEP 
IN MIND THAT PEOPLE SOBETIMES FORGET THINGS. YOU NEED TO 
CONSIDER WHETHFZ A CON!I'RADICTION IS AN INNOCENT LAPSE OF MEMORY 
CANDACE L, FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, U S X ,  415-431-6080 
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OR AN IHTENTIONAL FAISEHOOD, AWD THAT HAY DEPEND Y W N  WHETHER II 
IS AN IMPORTANT FACT .OR WHETHER ONLY A TRIVIAL DETAIL. 
!lWESE ARE SOME OF THE FACTORS THAT YOU HAY CONSIDER IN 
DECIDING WHETHER To BELIEVE TESTIMONY. 
THE WEIGHT OF THE EVIDENCE PRESEMTED BY EACR SIDE DOES 
NOT NECESSARILY DEPEND ON !FHE NUMBER OF WITNESSES TESTSPYING UM 
E A M  SIDE. 
AND YOU HAY DECIDE THAT THZ TESTIMONY OF A SMALLER NUMBER OF 
WITNESSES ON ONE SIDE HAS GREATER WEIGHT THAN THAT OF A U R G E R  
NUMBER ON THE OTHER. THE TEST IS WHICH WImfESS OR WITNESSES ANT 
ONE RWST CONSIDER ALL OF THE EVIDENCE: IN THE CASE, 
WICH EVIDENCE APPEALS TO YOUR MINDS AS BEING 2HE MOST ACCURATE 
AND D m R W I S E  TRUSTwoRTfiy AND NOT WHICH SIDE'BRINGS THE GREATER 
NuffBER OF WITNESSES OR PRESENTS THE GREAT- QUANTITY OF 
EVIDENCE. 
ALL OF THESE WATTERS ARE FOR YOU TO CONSIDER IN 
WEIGHING AND EVALUATING THE TESTIMUHY OF WITNESSES. 
IN THIS CASE, WE ALSO HAD A GREAT DEAL OF EXPERT 
TESTIMONY, AND THERE ARE PARTICULAR INSTRUCTIONS THAT APPLY TO 
EXPERT TESTIMONY 0 
THERE WERE SOME PERSONS WHO, BY VIRTW OF THEIR 
EXPERIENCE, BACKGROUND AND TRAINING INDEED TESTIFIED 
PREDOMINANTLY AS EXPERT WITNESSES AND DID NOT HAVE Awy PERSOW 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE FACTS IN THIS CASE OTHER TEIAN WHAT THEY 
AS THEY WERE PREPARING TO BE EXPERTS IN THIS CASE. 
THERE WERE OTHERS WHO OBVIOUSLY HAVE EXPERTISE XN THE 
CAPJDACE L. FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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. _ _  
FIELD BUT ALSO ARE WITNESSES TO THE EVENTS THAT HAVE OCCPRRED 
THAT ARE -- THAT ARE PERTI- To THIS CASE. 
WHEN SOMEONE IS QUALIFIED TO TESTIFY OR IS ALLOWED M 
IT IS TESTIFY AS AN EXPERT, YOU WAY CONSIDER THEIR TESTIMONY. 
ENTITLED TO BE CONSIDERED BASED UPON THEIR EXPERIENCE, TRAINING, 
3ACKGROUND BECAUSE THEY'VE BECOME EXPERT IN SOME FfEXlrO BY REASON 
OF THEIR TRAINING, EXPERIENCE OR BACKGROUND, AND TIIEREFORE 
THEY'RE A D W E D  TO STATE TIfEIR OPINIONS ON MATTERS THAT -- IN 
THAT FIELD, AND THEY MAY ALSO STATE THE REASONS FOR THOSE 
OPINIONS. 
THAT TESTIMONY SHOULD BE TREATED AND EXAMINED JUST AS 
ANY OTHER TESTIMONY. YOU MAY ACCEPT IT OR REJECT IT, G m  IT AS 
MUM WFJGHT AS YOU THfNX ST DESERVES, COHST-DERING THE WITNESS' 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE, THE REASONS G I W N  FOR THE OPINION AHD 
ALL OF THE OTHER EVIDENCE IN THE CASE. 
ASS0 IN THIS CASE, TESTIHONY MAY HAVE BEEN AILOWED IN 
FOR A LIMITED PURPOSE, AND IF THAT W A S  THE CASE, YOU WERE SO 
TOLD AND YOU MAY CONSIDER IT ONLY FOR THAT PWRPOSE:, 
- THERE IS A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE WHICH I'M GOING TO CITE TO 
YOU AND THAT GIVES YOU SOME SUGGESTION OF WHAT WE MEAN BY 
LIMITED PURPOSE TESTIMONY. 
YOU RECALL THAT DR. RWTH KIlEPPE TESTIFIED, 
TESTIMONY W A S  ABOUT WHAT SHE HEARD IN SEMINARS IN DR. KHORANAcS 
LAB, OR SOME OF HER TESTIMONY WAS ABOUT THAT, AND HER NOTES FBOl 
THE GROUP MEETINGS THAT WERE ADXITTED INTO EVIDENCE BITT ONLY POI 
CANDACE L. FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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A LIMITED PURPOSE, AND YOU MAY CONSIDER Tl3AT EVIDENCE ONLY FOR 
THE LIMITED PIJRPOSE FOR WrrIC?l IT W A S  ADMITTED. 
YOU MAY CONSIDER IT ONLY FOR T H E  PWRPOSE OF DECIDING 
WHAT WAS S A I D  AND HEARD MTRING THE GROUP XEETINGS AND, 
THEREFORE, WHAT WAS COMMUNICATED TO THOSE I N  ATTENDAN=. 
YOU MUST NOT CONSIDER IT FOR TEE FURPOSE OF DECIDING 
THE ACCURACY OR INACCURACY OF WHAT WAS ACTUALLY SAID, OR FOR TEE 
PURPOSE OF DECIDING WHAT WORK WAS ACrmAuY PERFORMED fN THE 
KH0-A LABORATORY, UNLESS DR. m P P E  HERSELF COULD SO TESTIFY 
BASED UPON HER OWN O3SERVATIONS. 
REMEMBERt THAT IS BECAUSE TESTIMOHY AS TO WHAT' SOMEME 
ELSE HAS SAID OCCURRED IS HEARSAY AND THEREmRE NOT PROPER 
EVIDENCE. L 
YOU RECALL THAT THERE OTHER TIMES WHERE YOU WERE 
TOLD THAT THE EVIDENCE DOES NOT COKE f W  PO32 THE TRUTH OF THE 
STATEMENT CONTAINED IN THE STATEMEm BUT, EATEER, TO E X P U N  WHY 
SOMEONE DID WHAT THEY DID,  OR W3IETHER WERE ON HOTICE OR HAK 
INFOWATION THAT T I E Y  HAVE TESTIFIED ABOUT. 
YOU'VE ALSO HEARD IN TRIS CASE A 6REAT DEAL ABOUT 
PROFESSOR KHORANA, AND YOU MAY WONDER TO YOURSELVES: WHY IS 
PROFESSOR KHORAHA NOT HERE? 
WELL, PROFESSOR KHO-A 16 NOT A PARTY TO TRIS 
LITIGATION, HE'S NOT EMPLOYED BY EITHER OF THE PARTIES To THIS 
LXTXGATXON, AND HIS TESTIMONY COULD NOT EtE OBTAINED IN THIS 
TRIAL. SO YOU'RE NOT TO SPECULATE IN ANY WAY AS TU WHAT HIS 
W M C E  L e  FRAE3CfS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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ABSENCE FROM THE TRIAL MIGHT HEAM; THAT IS, HIS UrJAVAfLlPBfLITY 
DOES NOT LEND CREDENCE TO EITHER PARTY'S -SITION ZWD YOU ARE 
NOT TO CONSIDER H I S  ABSENCE AS EVIDENCE FOR EITHER SIDE IN THE 
CASE 
SO WHILE YOU HAY WONDER, YOU HAVE TO PUT THAT WONDER 
ASIDE AND NOT CONSIDER AT ALL THE REASONS FOR HIS NOT BEING 
AVAILABLE TO TESTIFY OR NOT TESTIFYING OR SPECUf3LT3 AS TO WHAT 
THAT TESTIMONY MIGHT HAVE BEEN. IT WOULD BE ENTIRELY IMPROPER 
FOR YOU TO DO THAT. 
THERE W A S  ALSO SOME TESTIMONY EARLY IN THE TRIAL 
REGARDING THE FUNCTIONING OF TEE PATENT OFFICE AND THE PEOPLE 
WHO ARE EMPIDYED AS PATENT EXAMINERS IN THE PATENT OFFICE, AND 
SPECIFICALLY THERE WAS SOME BRIEF TESTIMOW REGARDING DR. JAMES 
MARTINELL, WHO W A S  THE PATENT EXMINER WHO DID !tWE 
EXAMINATION -- RE-EXMIPSATION IN THIS CASE. 
YOU ARE ADVISED TIIE FOLLOWING WITH RESPECT TO H I S  
BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE, AND THE PARTIES, I THINK, AGREE THAT 
ESSENTIALLY THERE'S NO DISPUTE-AS TO THE EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND 
AND EXPERIENCE OF DR. MARTINELL, AND f MERELY GIVE THIS TO YOU 
SO IT MAY ASSIST YOU IN 3VAUJATfNG THE TESTIMONY I# THE W E .  
XT IS NOT A CERTIFXCATION OF HXH OR A GOOD HOUSEKEEPING SEAL OF 
APPROVAL. IT m L Y  I8 TO INFORM YOU AS TO DR. MARTINEIUS 
EACKGROUND, TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE. 
UNIVERSITY IN 1978. 
CANDACE L. FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, US=, 415-431-6080 
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HE W A S  A RUNYON-WIPSCHELL CANCER PUND POST-DOCTORAL 
FELTAW IN 1978 TO '79 AND A STAFF FELLOW IN 1979 TO 1981 IN THE 
IABORATORY OF DR. W. FREISCH ANDERSON IN TH3 M O L E C U W  HEM&TOzM;y 
BRANCH OF THE NATIONAL HEART, URSG AND BLOOD XNSTfTOTE OF THE 
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OP HEALTH fH B m S D A ,  HARYL31wD. 
DURING THAT TIME, HE CONDUCTED RESEARCH CONCERNING THE 
MOLECULAR BTOLOGY OF THALASSEMIC MICE USING RECOMBIMWT DNA AND 
MOLECVIAR CLONING TECHNIQUES. 
DR. MARTIwEfiL JOINED TH3 PATENT OFFICE AS AN EXAMINER 
IN JUNE 1981. HE HAD BECOME A PRIMARY EXAMINER BY T H E  TIME THE 
'202 AND '195 PATENTS ISSUED IN JULY ' 8 7 .  
PRIOR To JOINING THE PATEMT OFFICE,'DR. HARTXMZLL flAD 
GO-AUTHORED FIVE PUBLICATIONS IN THE FfELD-OF MO~eLTXAR BIOIOGY. 
ALSO, DURING THE COURSE OF THE TRIAL, DEPOSITIONS WERE 
USED. SOMETIMES THEY WERE USED IN THE COWRSE OF EXAMINING A 
WITNESS TO QUESTION THAT WfTMXSS ABUUT WHAT THAT WITNESS HAD 
TESTIFIED TO PRIOR TO TRIAL. IN CASES, THE DEPOSITION WAS 
READ -- ENTIRE DEPOSITION OR PORTIONS OF IT WERE READ INTO THE 
RECORD. 
A DEPOSITION IS A -- XS JUST LIKE TESTIMONY TAKEN IN A 
COURT. IT'S T m  UNDER OATH WITH A COURT REPORTER PRESENT 
REPORTING IT, AND W I T H  COmSEL FOR ALL PARTIES PRESENT WITH AN 
OFPORTUMITY To OBJECT, JUST As THEY IN COURT, AND JM 
OPPORTUNIW To EXMUME THE WITNESS. 
IT IS A RECORDED 3Lwa SWUm STATEMEHT OF QUESTIONS m D  
CANDACE L. FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REmRTER, U S E ,  415-431-6080 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE JURY 21-3828 
ANSWERS OF THAT WITNESS WHO, FOR SOME REASON, CANNOT BE PRESENT 
TO TESTIFY FROM !PIE WITNESS STAND. AND THAT M?iY BE PRESEMTED 
EITHER 3Y ORAL TESTIMONY, AS WE HAD XI THIS W E ,  OR IN SOME 
OTHER FASHION, SUCH AS VIDEO TESTIMONY. 
SUCH TESTIMONY IS ENTITLED TO THE SAME CONSIDERATION 
AND IT'S TO BE ;TUDGED As TO C R E D X 3 f U T Y  AND WEIGHED AND 
OTHERWISE CONSIDERED BY THE -- BY YOU, INSOFAR AS POSSIBLE, IN 
THE: SAME WAY AS IF THE WITNESS HAD BEEN PRESENT AND HAD 
TESTIFIED FROM THE STAND. 
ALSO m THIS CASE CERTAIN CHARTS AND S-IES HAVE 
BEEN SHOWN TO YOU IEH ORDER TO HELP EXPLAXN THE FACTS DfSCmSED 
3~ THE BOOKS, RECORDS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS mrai ARE IN EVIDENCE 
IN THE CASE. c 
SUCH CHARTS AND SUMMARIES ARE USED FOR YOUR 
CONVENIENCE. THEY ARE NOT THEMELVES EVIDENCE OR PROOF OF AHY 
FACTS. IF THEY DO NOT C O R R E m Y  REFLECT THE PAWS OR FIGURES 01 
K A T E R L W  SHOWN BY THE EVIDENCE IN TEE CASE, YOU SHOULD 
DISREGARD T€iB CHARTS AND SUMM&RfES AND DETERMINE THZ FACTS FROM 
THE UNDERLYING EVIDENCE. 
NOW, W I T H  RESPECT TO THZ CLAIMS THEMSELVES IN THIS 
CASE, AS YOU WXRE TOLD AT THE BEGIHHING OF TIIE CASE, PIAINTIFF 
DU PONT HAS ALLEGED THAT TWO PATENTS, REFERRED TO AS THE '202 
AlSD THE *195 PATENTS, ARE INVALID. CETUS CIAIMS THAT THE 
PATENTS ARE VALID. 
WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM OF THE '202 PATENT TH&T 
CANDACE L* FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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INSTRUCTEONS TO THE JURY 21-3029 
DU PONT CONTEHDS IS INVALID, DU mWI' MUST PROVE AT LEAST O m  OF 
THE FOLLOWING ELEMZNTS: 
1. THAT THE PRUCESS OF THE: CHALLENGED PATENT OR 
CLAIM -- CULIM IN THE PATENT, 
BECAUSE IT WAS KEJOWN OR USED BY UTllBRS IN THIS COUNTRY BEFORE IT 
WAS ALLEGEDLY I-TED BY THl3 APPWCANT OF THE '202 PATENT, DR. 
MULLIS t 
X SHOULD SAY, IS NOT NOVEL OR MEW 
2. THAT THE PROCESS OF THE CHALLENGED CLAIM IS NOT 
NOVEL OR KEW BECAUSE IT WAS DESCRIBED I# A PRINTED PUBLICATION 
HORF, TH?N ONE YEAR BEFORE TH3 FILING OF 'PHE DATE OF TfIE 
APPLICATION FOR THE '202 PATENT; 
3. THAT THE PROCESS OF THE CHALTIENGED CLAIM IS NOT 
NOVEL UR NEW BECAUSE XT WAS MADE XN THIS COUNTRY BEFORE ITS 
ALLEGED INVEmfON BY DR. WUXS BY ANOTHER WIEO D I D  NOT ABANDON, 
SUPPRESS OR CONCEAL THE PROCESS; THAT IS, THE PRIOR INVENTOR 
TOOK NO STEPS TO KEEP THE PROCESS SECRET AND TOOX STEPS TO 
REVEAL THX INVENTION TO THE PUBLIC WHO MAY HAVE BEMEFITED FROM 
TXE rmmrm; 
4. THAT THE DIFFERENCE BMWEEN THE F!ROeESS OF THB 
CHALLENGED CIAIM AND THE PRIOR ART ARE SUCH THAT THE C€€U&ENGED 
PROCESS AS A WHOLE WOULD HAVE BEEH OBVIOUS AT THE T m  OF ITS 
ALLEGED fHVF,NTION TO A PERSOH HAVING ORDINARY SXXU IbT THE 
PERTINENT ART. 
WITH RESPECT TO ANY C U I M  OF THE '195 PATEN2 TIfAT 
PLAINTIFF DU PONT CONTENDS IS IHVALID, &U PONT MUST PROVE 'I"ETAT 
=DACE L. FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REmTER, USDC, 415-431-6090 
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THE DIFFEREHCES BETWEEN THE PROCESS OF THE CHALLENGBGED ClAIl AND 
THE: PRIOR ART ARE SUCH TfiAT THE CLAIMED PROCESS As A WHO= WOUU 
HAVE BEEN OEWIOUS AT Ti3X TIME OF THE U G E D  ZWVENTION TO A 
PBRSON HAVING ORDINARY SKILL IN THE PERTINENT ART. 
THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION PROVXBES FOR THE 
PROTECTION OF INvlENTIONS THROUGH THE GRANT OF PATENTS. THB 
PURPOSE OF THE PATENT SYSTEM 16 'Po PROMOTE PROGRESS IN SCIENCE 
BY ENCOURi4GfNG INVENTORS TO NEW INVENTIONS AND TO DISCLrOSE 
THEM TO THE PUBLIC. 
THE PATENT SYSTEM DOES TWIS BY GUARANTEEING TO 
IHVENTOR3 TEEE RIGHT FOR A PERIOD OF 17 YEARS TO EXCWDE OTHEElS 
FROM MAKING, USING AND SELLING T€EXR DISCOVERlES AND INVENTIONS. 
IN EXCHANGE FOR THIS RIGHT8 AN 1 W N T O R  IS SUPmSED TO 
DISCIDSE TO THE PUBLIC SOlylETHING IT NEVER HAD BZFORE, 
CONSEQUENTLY, THE PATENT THAT HAS BEEN G-ED FOR A DEVICE OR 
PROCESS THAT IS NOT MEW AND EAS IDMG WFJ4 IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN 
IS INVALID, THE LAW WIW; NOT A I L O W  AN ALLEGED INVENTOR TO USE 
THE PATENT SYSTEM IN ORDER TO TAKE BACK FROM THE PUBLIC 
DISCOVERIES THAT ARE -Y IN THE POSSESSION OF THE PUBUC, 
IN THIS cmrL CASE, DU PONT HAS THE BURDEBT OF PROV~NG 
THE CASE BY W?IAT IS CALLED CLEAR AND COWXNCING EVIDENCE. 
AGAIN8 REMXNDING YOU FROM TH3 TIME m T  WE VOIR DIRED 
YOU AND TAWCED wrm YOU AT THE OIYTSET~ SOME CIVIL CASES HA= A 
BURDEN OF WHAT IS CALLED A PREmNDERANCE OF THE EVSDENCE, THAT 
IS DIFFERENT. XT IS A LESSER S T A N W  THAN WHAT IS INVOLVED 
CANDACE L. -CIS# OFFICIAL REPORTER, 415-431-6080 
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INSTRUCTIONS DEFINE WHAT IS MEANT BY "CLEAR AWD CONVINCING 
EVIDENCE. 
THAT MEANS THAT DU PONT HAS TO PRODUCE EVIDENCE WfCH 
2 r"' 
\ 
3 
I9 
20 
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THE SUIT IS INVALID, TIIEN TRE VERDICT WXTH RESPECT TU THAT CLAIM 
EIUST BE FOR DU POW. 
5 
6 
a 
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23 + '  
7 
BURDEN OF REASOHABLE DOUBT, AND PLEASE KEEP I# WIND THAT THAT 
DOES NOT APPLY -- THAT IS NOT DEF'INED THE S m  AS THIS STMDARD I 
HERE. 
IN CRIMINAL CASES, THERE IS A =EN CALLED BEYOND A 
REASONABLE DOUBT, AND THAT IS A BIGHER STANDARD THAW WHAT IS 
INVOLVED HERE. 
CLEAR AND COMNCXNG EVIDENCE IS A STAMDARD THAT IS NOT 
SOMETHING HALFWAY IN BETWEEN. IT EAS TO BE DETERMINED BASED 
UPON THE INSTRUCTIONS I'M GOING TO GIVE TO YOU, AND IT -- TKESE 
11 
12 
13 
/- 
0 
14 
YOU MUST BE COWINCED'THAT THE FACT IS INDEED TRUE IW I l5 I 
e 
IS HIGHLY PROBA3LE AWD FREE FROM SERLOUS DOUBT. 
TO PUT IT DIFFERENTLY, CLEAR AMD C O m M C I N G  EVIDENC3 
I MUST PRODUCE IN YOUR HINDS A FIRM BELIEF OR mwImroN AS TO THE 
MATTERS SOUGHT TO BE ESTABLISHED. 
16 I ORDER TO MEET THE CLEAR AND CONVINCING STANDARD, IF DU PONT 
I 17 I FAILS TO MEET THIS BURDEN, T?E VERDICT MUST BE FOR CETlfS. 
18 I HOWEVER, IF YOU H&VE A FIRM BELIEF THAT ANY CmIM AT ISSUE IN 
21 I THOSE OF YOU WHU HAVE SAT OH CRIMINAL CASES THE I 
24 
25 
6 
IS DEFINED, AND IF YOU HAVE A PROBUD! IN ARTICULATING THAT TO 
YOURSELF OR THINKING ABOUT WHAT IT MEANS, YOU HAY GO ElAcK AND 
J f 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE JURY 21-3032 
1 I 
LOOK AT THAT PARTICULAR INSTRUCTION AND READ IT AGAIN DURING 
YOUR DELIBERATIONS. 
A PARTY'S BURDEN -INS THE SAME THROUGWOUGHOUT THE CASE; 
THAT IS, IT MEVER CHANGES. 
W I T H  RESPECT TO PATENTS AMD HOW YOU ARE TO REGARD 
THOSE IN THIS CASE WITH RESPECT TO WHAT IS CALLED TEE 
PRESUMPTION OF VALIDITY, THE F O U I U I N G  INSTRUGLIIOISS APPLY: 
THE GRANTING OF A PATENT BY THE UNITED STATES PATENT C 
=EMARK OFFICE CARRIES WITH IT THE REPRESENTATION THAT !RE 
PATENT IS VALID. 
FROM ISSUANCE OF THE PATENT, IT IS PRESWED !CHAT ITS 
SUBJECT WCJTER IS NEW, USEFUL AND CONSTITUTE~ AN ADVANCE WHICH 
W A S  NOT, AT THE TIME TIfE INVENTION W A S  HADE, OBVIOUS TO ONE OF 
ORDINARY SKILL IN THE ART. 
THE L A W  PRESUM'ES, IN THE ABSENCE OF CLEAR AND 
CONVINCING EVIDENCE To TIE CONTRARY, THAT THE PATEMT i TRADEMARK 
OFFICE ACTED CORRE@rLY IN ISSWfNG THE PATENT. 
THIS PRESulrtpTIOl? OF VALIDITY PUTS THE BWRDElV OF PROVING 
INVALIDITY ON THE PWlINTIFF DU PONT. 
DU POHT PROVE BY CLEAR AND CONVINCING EVIDENCE IN THIS CASE THAT 
THIS BURDEN REQUIRES THAT 
THE PATENT rs INVALID. 
!FHE L A W  AXSO mSWMES, IN THE ABSENCE OF CLEAR AND 
CONVINCING EVIDENCE, THAT THE PAT= t "RAD- OFFICE A m D  
CORRECTLY IN DECIDING !WE RE-ErtAMIISATION PROCEEDINGS BROWGRT 
BEFORE IT, 
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IEJSTRUCTIONS To THE JURY 21-3033 
THE BURDEN OF PROOF THAT THE PA- C TRADEURK OFFICE 
E W D  IN ISSUING A PATENT IS MADE HORE DIFFICULT BY TIE FACT 
THAT THE PATENT b TRADEMARK OFFICE IRE-EXMINATION PROCEEDIW 
WPHELD THE VALIDITY OF TlE CLAIMS OF TW3 PATENT. 
fT0 RULINGS ARE EVIDEPlCE THAT YOU MUST CONSIDER IN 
DETEFtMI#fNG WHETHER DU PONT HAS OVERCOME THE PWSSUIWFIOH OF’ 
VALIDITY AND MET ITS BURDEN OF eLEAR AND COWINCIWG EVIDENCE. 
ALTHOUGH THE PATENTS ARE PRES?JMED VAIJD, THE 
PRESUMPTION MAY BE MORE EASILY OVERCOME XF THE GHALUNGER OF THE 
PATENTS PRFSENTS PRIOR ART THAT IS MORE PERTIEJENT TEAM ANY 
CONSIDERED BY THE PATEEIT b TRADEMARK OFFICE. 
A FEDERAL COURT AND, HENCE, YOU ARE’NOT BOUND BY A 
PATENT EXMINXR’S DECISION IN RE-EXAMINATfQHS. 
AND KEEP IN HIND TKERE’S A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BEING 
BOUND, BECAUSE YOU ARE NOT BOUND, AND THE PRESUMPTION OF 
VALTDITY WHICH CREATES A P R E S ~ X O N  THAT MUST BE OVERCOME BY 
CLEAR ZWD CONVINCING EVIDENCE. TnOSE ARE TWO DIFFBRENT 
CONCEPTS 
THAT IS, THE PTO PROCEEDINGS AND PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TEIE 
COURT ARE INDEPENDENT AND HAY TAKE DIFFERENT APPROACHES AND 
REACH DIFFERENT CON-SIONS AS TO THE VALIDITY OF THE PATEMT. 
THE PRESUMPTION OF VAIZDITY IS NOT OVERCOME UNLESS YOU 
ARE COMVlNCED THAT CLEAR AND CONVINCING EVIDENCE DICTATES A 
IN DECIDING W€ETHER Do mNT HAS MET ITS BURDEN OF 
CANDACE fi. FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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PROVING FACTS BY CLEAR AND CONVINCING EVIDENCE TO PRQV3 
INVALIDITY, YOU MUST FIND THAT THE EVIDENCE OFFERED fW SUPPORT 
OF FACTS IS CREDIBLE. 
THE FACTS TO WHICH THE WITNESSES HAVE TESTIFIED MUST 
HAVE BEEN CLEAR, DIRECT AND OF SUFFICIENT WEIGHT To =AB= YOU 
TO corn TO A c u m  commroH OF mm FACTS IPI ISSUE. 
fN!FROWCTfON OF MORE PERTINENT PRIOR ART THW THAT 
CONSIDERED BY THE PATENT P TRADEWiRK OFFICE CAN HAKE IT EASIER 
FOR THE CHALLENGER OF THE PATENT'S VALIDITY TO CARRY TKE BURDEN 
OF ESTABLISHING INVALIDXTY BECAUSE THE DEFERENCE W E  TO THE 
PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE'S DECfSXON IS REDUCED OR ELIMINATED 
WHERE THE PATENT OFTICE HAS NOT APPLIED ITS EXPERTISE TO THE 
ART. L 
HOWEVER, IT DOES MOT WEAKEN THE PRESUMPTION OF 
VALIDITY, NOR DOES INTRODUCTION OF UNCONSIDERED PRIOR ART SHIFT 
THE W f C  BURDEN OF PERSUASION. 
IF DU PONT ASSERTS THE SAM33 PRIOR ART, OR PRIOR ART 
THAT IS MERELY CUMULATIVE UF PRIOR ART THAT THE PATENT & 
TRADEMARK OFFICE CONSIDERED IN THE APPLICATION OR RE-EXAMINATION 
PROCESS TO INVALIDATE THE PATENT, IT IIAS A BURDEN OF SHOWING 
TXAT THE PATENT & !FRADEMARK OFFICE WAS WRONG. 
fF W mN!F 16 RELYING ON REFERENCES HOT CITED BY 
PATENT 6 TRADEMARK OFFfCB IN THE APPLICATION OR RE-EXMfNATXON 
PROCEDURES, mmm rs NO REASON FOR IT TO SHOW THAT THE PATENT L 
TRADEMARK OFFICE WAS WRONG. 
CANDACE La FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, USDC, 435-431-6080 
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NEW PRIOR ART MOT BEFORE FEE PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE 
M Y  INVALIDATE THE PATENT, PROVIDING EVIDENCE PROV?MG SUCH 
INVALIDITY IS CLEAR AND CONVINCING. 
NOW, I'M SURE THhT YOU HAVE DECIDED, AFTER HAVING 
O3SERVED THE BLOWUPS OF THE CUiIMS AND THE VO- THAT'S BEEN 
GIVEN To YOU WITH VARIOUS HATERIALS, INCWDING THE PATENTS, THAT 
DECIPHERING A PATENT IS MOT THE EASIEST -- PATENT APPLICATION OR 
PATENT GRANT rs HOT THE EUIEST TIEING TO DO. 
THIS IMSTRUCTIOH AND SOME OF THE POLfxIWING ONES ARE TO 
ASSIST YOU IN THAT RESPECT, BECAUSE THE PATENTS ARE =DE UP OF A 
VARIETY OF DIFFERENT SECTIONS AND THE XMPORTANCE OF EACH OF 
THOSE WILL BE POINTED OUT THROUGH THESE fNST&CTIONS. 
THE PATENT IS A PRINTED DOCUMENT l0lICH DESCRXBES AN 
INVENTION. ONE PORTION OF THIS DOCUMZNT IS CALLED THE 
SPECIFICATION, WHICH IS A WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF THE: INVENTIOM, 
INCLUDING E W L E S .  THE PATENT -0 HAS DRAWINGS WHICH 
ILLUSTRATE THE INVENTION. 
BOTH THE SPECIFICATIOPJ AND DRAWIN6S CONSTITUTE WHAT IS 
CALLED TFIE DISCIOSURE OF THE INVEHTIOH. 
THE FINAL PORTION OF THE PATENT INCUfDES A SET OF 
NUMBERED CLAIMS. THE PATEDIT CIAIMS ARE THE NUMBERED PARAGRAPHS 
AT TIIE END OF THE PATENTS, 
THE PATENT CIAlXS INVOLVED HERB ARE CLAIMS 1 THROUGH 4, 
6 !FHROUGH 9, 11 THROUGH 13, 15, 17, 19 AND 20 -- THA?'S OF THE 
'202 PATENT -- BEGINPSIHG AT COWMN 2 7 ,  LINE 20 a- STRIKE THAT -- 
CANDACE L. FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, US=, 415-631-6080 
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INSTRUCTIONS To THE J U R Y  21-3036 
LINE 3 1  OF THE '202. 
EXCUSE ME, IN EVIDEWCE, AND YOU HAVE IT fN -- IN THE VOUMES 
THAT IS EXHIBIT B IN EVlDENCE 0- B-1, 
THAT YOU HAVE BEEN =KING AT -0UGHOUT THE TRIAL, 
CfiAIMS 1 THROUGH 6, 9, 11, 1 4  AND I5 BEGTNNING AT 
COLUMN 40, LINE 53,  OF THE '195 PATENT ARE IN ISSUE HERE As 
WELL, AND THAT'S EXHIBIT B-2. 
THE CLAIMS OF THE PATENT DEPflSE THE INVENTION DESCRIBED 
AND ILLUSTRATE IT IH THE PATENT- THE CLAIMS MARK THE LTMITS OF 
THE INVENTION AND DEFINE ITS BOITNDARIES. 
THE CLAIMS ARE DESCFUPTIONS OF THE PROCESS AND STEPS 
MAKING IT UP THAT DEFINE THE SU3JZCT MATTER THAT THE APPLICANT 
REGARDS AS H I S  IIWENTION AT THE TIME THE PATENT ISSUES, 
ONLY THE CLAIMS OP THE PATENTS ARE VALID OR INVALID. 
NETTHEX THE SPECIFICATION, WHICH IS THE WRITTEN DESCRIPTION 
WE'VE ALREADY DISCUSSED, NOR THE DRAWINGS ARE SEPARATELY VALID 
OR INVALID. 
EACH OF W E  CLAIMS MUST BE CONSIDERED INDfVIDUALLY, 
THE CLAIMS ARE TO BE READ IN LIGHT OF THE SPECIFICATION AND 
DRhWIHGS FOUND IN TIiZ PATENT; HOWEVER, LIMITATXONS APPEARING 
ONLY IN THE SPECfFIeATIO1J SHOULD MOT El3 READ INTO THE CLAIMS AND 
SHOULD NOT BE USED TO DEFINE THE I m N T f O H .  
YOU MAY, HOWEVER, USE THE SPECIFICATION OR DRAWINGS To 
HELP YOU TO t3NDERSTAND WHAT THE PATENTEE MEANT BY A WORD OR 
PHRASE IN TWE CLAIM, HOWEVER, !BifS DOES MOT MEAN THAT YOU MAY 
READ INTO A CLAIM EXTRA ELEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE SPECIFICPITION, 
CANDACE L* ERANCIS, OFFICIAL RESORTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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EXAMPLES OR DRAWINGS, 
AS I'VE EXPLAINED, TH3 SPECIFICATION, ExblvLpLES AND 
DRAWINGS OF A PATENT IK> NOT DEFIHB THE BOUNDARIES OR LIMITS OF 
THE INVENTION DISCIOSED IN THE PATENT. TI43 CIAIBIS Do THAT, AND 
THEREFORE ONLY THE CLAIMS CAN BE CONSIDERED FOR COMPARZSW TO 
THE PRIOR ART. 
ADDITIONALLY, YOU MAY NOT USE A COMMERCIALIZED VERSION 
OF THE IWENTION DISCLOSED IN THE PATENT, SUCH AS A COMMERCIAL 
PRODUCT, TO DEFINE THE XIWENTION. A COMMERCIAL FRODUCT rs 
MERELY AN EMBODIMENT OR FORM OF THE INVENTIOH CIAIMED IN THE 
PATENT. 
THE COMMERCIAL PRODUCT MAY CONTAIN $ARTS UR ELEMENTS 
THAT ARE NOT IN THE PATENT CfnIHSr TKEREFORE, YOU M E T  NOT READ 
SUCH PARTS OR LIMITATIOHS WHICH APPEAR IN A CUMMERCIAL 
EMBODIMENT OF AN INVENTION INTO TfZE CLAIMS, THE INVENTION AS 
CLAIMED IN mrS PATENT IS NOT NECESSARILY THE SAME: THING AS A 
COMMERCIAL EMBODIMENT OF THE X M N T L O N .  
NOW WE COME TO WHAT ARE THE FIRST GROUWDS POR DU FONT'S 
CHARGE OF INVALID -- INVALIDITY WITH RESPBCT TO THE '202 PATENT, 
YOU WILL KEEP m HIND, FROM QNE OF THE EARLIER 
IHSTRWCFXONS I GAVE YOU, THAT THEY CONTEND fNVALIDfTY WITN 
RESPECT TO SEVERAL TYPES OF PRIOR ART, AHD WE WILT, GO THROUGH 
THOSE AT THIS TIME AND -0 WHAT 1s MEANT BY "ANTTCIPATIUN" 
WHICH IS THE GROUNDS FOR THAT. 
THERE'S A SEPARATE GROUND CALLED OBVIOUSNESS, WHICH 
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WE'LL DEAL WITEI LATER. 
XF AN INVENTION IS HOT m, =N THE I N V E ~ I O N  rs NMI 
PATENTABLE; THEREFOREt ONE OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A VALID 
PATEN" IS THAT THE INVENTION DEFINED 11 TfIE CLAIMS MUST BE MXW 
OR NOVEL. 
PLAINTIFF FtAS ALLEGED THAT CIAIELS 1 THROUGH 4, '6 
THROU6H 9, 11, 19 AND 20 OF THE '202 PATEMT ARE IIWALID BECAUSE 
THEY LACK NOVELTY. 
AN INVENTfON IACKS NOVELTY WHEN IT HAS BEEN ANTICIPATED 
BY CERTAIN PRIOR EVENTS THAT HAVE AwlEADY PLACED THE f ~ N ! J ? I O l ?  
IN THE POSSESSION OF THE PUBLTC. 
THERE ARE SEVERAL CATEGORIES OF EvsrfTS, AfrL DEFINED BY 
THE PATENT STATUTE, THAT CAN ANTICIPATE ORJNVALJDATE A PATENT. 
IN THIS CASE, WE ARE CONCERNED WITH THREE OF THOSE EVEN!PS: 
1. WHETHER TlE PROCESS OF CHAfrLENGED C W M  IN THE 
'202 PATENT WAS KNOWN OR USED 3Y OTHERS XH THIS COUWTRY BEFORE 
THE DEFENDANT'S ALLEGED IHVl?,NTION OR DISCOVXRYf 
2. WHETHER TH3 PROCESS OF THB W G E D  CLAIM IN THE 
' 2 0 2  PATENT W A S  DESCRIBED IN A PRINTED frIlBLICATION ANYWHERE IN 
THE WORLD MORE T W  ONE YEAR BEFORE TIE U G E D  INVENTOR FILED 
HIS PATENT APPLICATION; OR' 
3. W H m  THE PROCESS OF THE CHALLENGED CLAIM IN THE 
' 2 0 2  PATENT W A S  PIADE IN TKXS COUHTRY BEFORE DEFENDANT'S A m G E D  
CONCEALED THE SUBJECT HATTER OF TH3 XWENTIOlJ. 
CANDACE La FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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EACH OF THESE EVENTS HAS XTS OWN PARTICULAR 
REQUfREMEHTS, WHICH I W I L L  EXPLAIN TO YOUp BUT THEY AU RAVE 
SOME REQUIREKENTS IN Comm. 
IF YOU FIND THAT Awy OF THE EVEbTTS DESCRIBED ABOVE HAW 
OCCURRED, THE '202 PATENT IS ANTICIPATED INVALID. 
AWTICIPATION IS ESTABLISHED WHEIS IT IS SHOW BY CIE&R 
AND CONVINCING EVIDENCE THbT EACH EIZMENT OF ANY CLAIM AT ISSUE 
IS mum IN ONE SING= PRIOR ART REFERENCE, m ~ a i  MAY BE A mroz 
PATENT, A PRIOR PRINTED PUBLIeATfON, A PRIOR lNVZNTIONO PRIOR 
KNUWDGE OR PRIOR PUBLIC USE. 
ADDITIONAUY, IlS ORDER TO BE ANTICLPATIHG, THE PRIOR 
ART REFERENCE MUST Ell3 CAPABLE, WHEN TAKEN XH'CUNJUHCTION WITH 
THE XNOWLEDGE OF THOSE SKILLED IN THE ART 
OF PLACIrJG THE I W E N T f O H  IN THE FOSSESSION OF THE PUBLIC. 
WHICH IT PERTAXHS, 
ANTICIPATION 15 DETERMINED BY COMPARXNG THE PRIOR ART 
REFERENCE WITH THE CLAIMS OF THE PATENT. 
TO DECIDE WHETHER ANTXCIPATIUN EXISTS 319 THIS -E, YOK 
MUST CONSIDER SEPARATELY EACH CIAfM AT ISSUE IN THE '202 PATENT 
D E T m I N E  WHETHER YOU FIND ALL OF TEtE ELEMENTS OF THE C U I M  IN 
THE PARTICULAR PRIOR ART REFERENCE ALLEGED TO BE AN 
ANTICIPATfON, MEANING AN ANTICIPATION, OME OF THE ANTICXPATING 
PRIOR ART REFERENCES. 
HOWEVER, A PRIOR ART REFERENCE MEED NOT D I S C U S E  THE 
ELEN3NTS OF 'IPHE CLAIM flS LANGOAGE IDENTICAL TO TEEAT UF THE CIAIN 
CANDACE L= FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REmRTm, USDC0 415-431-6080 
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CONSIDERATION SUCH AS COMMERCIAL SUCCESS OF A CIAIMED 
IISVENTION, A CSAIM 3Y OTHERS IN THE FIELD, AND WNG-FXLT NEED 
FOR THE CIAIEZED fNVENTIUM ARE I ~ L E V M l T  TO THE USE OF 
ANTICIPATION. THEY ARE, HOWEVER, R E W A N T  To THE ISSUES OF 
OBVIOUSNESS, SO a E P  THAT I19 WIND, AND WE W I L L  DISCUSS THOSE 
LATER. THOSE ARE NOT REUVANT TO THE ISSUES OF ANTICIPATION. 
F U R T H E W O ~ ,  YOU m y  NOT comrm TWO OR HOB PRIOR ART 
REFERENCES TO OUT AN ANTICIPATION, 
YOU HAY TAKF, -- OR SHOULD TAKE INTO ACCOUNT, HOWEVER, 
CONSIDERATION, NOT ONLY WHhT IS EXPRESSLY DISCmSED OR EMBODIED 
IN A PARTICULAR ITEM OF PRIOR ART, BUT AIS0 -T INHERENTLY 
OCCURRED IN ITS PRACTICE, ..- 
IN O!FHER WORDS, EVFN IF AX EIZMI?,NT OF THE: CLAIM fS NOT 
EXPLICITLY DISCIDSED XN THE X l g l a  OF PRIOR ART, THE ITEM HAY 
STILL ANTICIPATE AND THE NATURAL AND INVARIABLE PRACTICE OF THE 
aEFERENCE WOULD NECESSARILY AND INHERENTLY MEET AU OF THE 
ELEMENTS OF THE 
HAVE TO BE EXPLICITLY DISCIDSED IN A PRIOR ART REFERENCE, IF IT 
IS INHERENT IN THE PRIOR ART, DOES NOT APPLY WHERE THE PRODUCT 
OF THE ALLEGEDLY ANTfCIPATING INVENTION W A S  PRODUCED IN 
MINISCULE AMOUNTS AND UNDER SUCH CONDITIONS THhT ITS PRODUCTION 
W A S  UNDETECTABLE. 
DU PONT WST PROVE BY CLEAR AND CONVINCZNC EVIDENCE 
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INSTRUCTfONS To THE JURY 21-3041 
THAT INHERENCY IS CERTAIN. 
THAT AN EVENT MAY RESULT FROM A GIVEN SET OF 
CIRCUMSTANCES IS NOT SUFFICfENT TO ESTABfSSH ANTICIPATION. 
PROBABILITIES, POSSIBILITIES AND SPECULATION ARE MUT SUPFICXENT, 
IF THE DfSCLOSURE fS SUFFICIENT TO SHOW -2 THE 
NATURAL RESULT FIOWTNG F'ROM THE OPERATION AS TAvcfET WOULD RESULT 
fN THE PERFORWWCE OF THE QUESTIONED mTNCTfON, TEEM, HOWEVER, 
THE DISCLOSURE SHOULD BE REGARDED AS SWFFICfE?lT. 
THERE CANNUT BE AN UNINTENTIONAL OR UPtRECOGNfZED 
ANTICIPATfOE3* A PRIOR INSTANCE OF THE CLAImD INVENTION THAT 
W A S  ACCIDENTAL OR UNRECOGlJI2ED, UNAPPRECIATED AND INCIDENTAL TO 
SOME OTHER PURPOSE IS NOT AN INVALIDATING ANPICIPATION, 
WHEN A CLAIM COVERS MORE THAN ONE,SMEtUDIBSEHT OF AN 
INVENTSON, THE CWLfM IS ANTICIPATED IF ANY ONE OF THE 
EMBODIMENTS IS IN THE PRIOR ART. 
USING THE ANALYSIS JUST DESCRIBED, IF T€iZ PROCESS 
CLAIMED, FOR E-PLE, IN THZ ' 202  PATENT WAS KNOW BY OTHERS IN 
THIS COUHTRY BEFORE IT W A S  3NVENTED BY DR* EIux*uG, T I E N  YOU MUST 
FIND THAT THE '202 PA!FENT IS ANTICIPATED AND THEREFORE INVALID. 
"KNOWN" IN THIS CONTEXT MEANS KNOWLEDGE THAT IS 
ACCESSIBLE TO THE PUBLTC CONCERNED WITH THE ART As OPPOSED TO 
PRIVATE OR SECRET RNOWISDGE. 
AN XNVEHTION IS ANTICIPATED IF IT WAS USED BY OTHERS 
BEFORE IT W A S  ZNVENTED BY THE PATENT -- BY THE PATENTEE. 
"USE" IN THIS CONTEXT MFAMS AN OPERABLE AND PUBLfC USE 
CANDACE fi. FRAEJCIS, OFFICIAL FUPORTER, U S E ,  415-431-6080 
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OF =E INVENTION FOR ITS INTENDED PURPOSE. 
AND PUBLIC USE IS ANY WSE OF TH3 INVENTION BY A PERSON 
OTHBR THAN THE IHVEHTOR OF THE PATENT IN SUIT WHO 16 UNDER NO 
LIMITATION, RESTRICTION OR OBLIGATION OF SECRECY TO THE 
m m R .  
AN INVENTIOH IS PUBLICLY USED WH3N IT IS ACCESSIBLrE TO 
THE PUBLIC COULD REASONABLY LEARN-THE fNVENTfOH BY ANALYZING OR 
INSPECTING THE THING USED. 
THE O3JECTfVE SOUGHT IPI REQUIRING INDEPENDENT 
CORROBORATION OF REDUCTION TO PRACTICE OF AH INVENTION IS TO 
INSURE THAT THE INVENTOR ACTUALLY PREPmD Tl3Z INVENTION AND 
IT WOULD WORK0 L 
HOWEVER, THE NOTION THAT EACH INDIVIDUAL ACT OF 
REDUCTION TO PRACTICE MUST BE PROVED IN DETAIL BY AN UEJBROXEN 
CHAIN OF CORFtOBORATION IS INCORRECT. 
THE STANDARD IS NOT fWFLEXX3LE AND IS NOT TO BE APPLIED 
MECHAWfCAUYt HENCE, A R m  OF REASON APPROACH IS REQUIRED. 
THTS RULE OF REASON, WHICH W A S  DEVEIOPED OVER THE YEARS 
IN ORDER TO EASE THE REQUIREMEMT OF CO~OBOR&TION, USUALtY IS 
APPLIED WHEN ESTABLXSHING ACTUAL €U?,DUCTION TO PRAmICE. 
THE RULE SUGGESTS A REASONED EXAMINATION, ANALYSIS AND 
EXAUJATXOH OF ALL PERTINENT EVIDENCE SO THAT A SOUMD 
DETERMINATION OF THE CREDIBILITY OF TffE INVENTOR'S THEORY HAY 
BE -- OR STORY MAY BE REACHED. 
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ALTHOUGH THE R U U  OF REASOW DOES NOT DISPENSE WITH TEE 
REQUXREM3NT OF SO= EVIDENCE FOR IINDEPENDENT CORROWRATION, 
THERE IS NO SINGLE FIXED CORROB.ORATIVE F0RMUI;A. m N T A R Y  
EVIDENCE AND THE ACTIVITIES OF OTHEFS HAY BE comomRmroN. 
(PAUSE IN PROCEEDINGS) 
THE COURT: ACTUAUY, THAT WAS A -- I THINK AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE FOLLOWING, AND THIS HAS TO DO AGAfLs WITH 
CORROBURATIOEJ, SO KEEP THAT IN HIND: 
ALTHOUGH IN SOMI3 CIRCUMSTAWCES UNSUPPORTED ORAL 
TESTIMONY CAN BE SUFPICfENT TO PROVE PRIOR KNOW5rEDGE OR USE, XT 
MUST BE REGARDED WITH SUSPICION AND SUBJECTED TO CWSE SCRUTINY. 
I# THE ABSENCE OF CONTEMPORANEOUS D6CUMENTARY OR 
PHYSICAL EVIDENCE TO CORROBORATE IT, ORAL TBSTIMWY I& G-Y 
INSUFFICIENT TO SHOW ANTICfPATXOEl OF AN ISSUED PATENT WITHIN THE 
MEANING OF 35 USC SECTION 102. 
UNCORROBORATED WRITINGS OFFERED BY AN ALLEGED EARLIER 
INVENTOR ARE INSUFFICIENT TO ESTABLISH PRIOR INVENTION. 
AND THEN THE EARLIER INSTRUCTION EXPLAINED TO YOU THE 
DIFFICULTY OF IlrlDEP-ENT CD~OBORATIOH AND THE RULE OF ;REASON. 
AHD, ALSO, SECTION 102 AS IT IS REFERRED TO IN THIS SECTION 
MERELY IS ANOTHER WAY OF REFERRING To ANTICIPATION - THE 
ANTICIPATION THEORY. 
YOU'VE HEARD REFERRED TO EARLIER THE VARIOUS BASES OPON 
MAY CONSTITUTE PRIOR ART. THE FOLLOWING HAS TO DO WITH PRIlBTED 
CANDACE L, FRRNCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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PUBLICATIONS: 
A PATENT IS INVALID IF THE INVENTION DEFflgED BY THE 
CLAIMS WAS OESCRfSED IN A PRINTED PUBLICATXON BEFORE IT WAS 
INVENTED BY THE PATENTEE OR MORX THAN ONE YEAR PRlOR TO THE 
FILXNG DATE OF HIS APPLICATXON. 
THE ESSENCE OF A PRINTED PUBLICATION fS ACCESSIBILITY 
TO THE PUBLIC. IT HUST BE REASONABLY AeCEssmm TO AT =T 
WIeROFIW, PHOTOGRAPHS, ~ ~ M C O P f E S ,  ET CETERA, 
IT IS NOT NECESSARY THAT THE PRINTED PUBLICATION BE 
AVAILABLE TO EVERY HENEiER OF THE PUBLIC. IT MUST BE AVAIIAEtU 
WITHOUT RESERVATION TO THAT SEGMFNT OF THE PUBLIC MOST LlmLY TO 
AVAXL ITSELF OF THE PUBLICATION'S DOCUMENTS OR CONTENTS. 
FOR A PUBLICATION TO CONSTITUTE AN ANTICIPATION OF AN 
INVENTION, IT MUST BE C A P A B ~ ,  WHEN  TAKE^^ IN CONJUNCTION wrm 
THE KNOWLEDGE OF PEOPLE OF ORDIHARY SXIU fl THE ART, OF PLACfWG 
TEEE INVENTION IN THE POSSESSION OF THE READER. 
THE DISCIDSURE MUST BE ENABLING AND MEANINGFUL. IT 
MUST C ~ A R L Y  DESCRIBE THE PATENTED ImmroN m MAKE IT 
PATENTED INVENTION WITHOUT UNDUE EXFERIMWTATION. 
CANDACE L. FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REmRTER, U S E ,  415-431-6080 
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THE DESCRIfTION MUST BE SO FUfiL, CIJ3AR AND EXACT AS TO 
ENABLE ONE SKIILED IN !PHE ART TO PRACTICE THE PROCESS WITHOUT 
HAVING TO DEPEND ON EITHER THE PATENT OR HfS OWN IWEkITIVE: 
S K I L L S .  
IF THE DESCRIPTXON OFFERS NO MORE TWLN A STARTING POINT 
FOR PURTHER EXPERIMENTS, OR IF SUCCESS IS UHCERTAIEJ, IT IS NOT 
SUFFICIENT. 
IN DETERMIBIISE WHETHER THE DISCLOSURE IS COHPlEFE, 
ENABLING AND MEANINGFUL, YOU SHOULD TAKE TEST0 ACCOUNT HHAT WOULD 
?€Am BEEN WITHIN THE KNOWLEDGE OF A PERSON OF ORDIHARll G X I U  IN 
THE ART AT THE TIME, AHD YOU MAY CONSIDER OTHER PUBLICATIONS 
WHICH SHED LIGHT ON THE KNOWLEDGE SUCH A PERSON WOULD HA= HAD. 
ANOTHER TYPE OF PRIOR ART FOR PURPOSES ARE PRIOR 
INVENTIONS t 
THE '202 PATENT IS INVALID FOR LACK OF NOVELTY IF THE 
INVENTION DEFINED BY !EE CLAIMS W A S  I N V E W D  BY MOTHER PERSON 
IN THE UNITED STATES BEFORE IT W A S  INVEHTED BY DR. MJUXS AND 
THAT OTHER PERSON DID NOT ABANDON, SUPPRESS OR CONCEAL THZ 
INVEKCXON 
IN THIS CASE, TU BE A PRIOR INVENTION, THE PATENTED 
PROCESS CIAIMED IN 9H3 '2102 PATENT MUST HAVE ACTUAUY 3EEN 
CARRIED OUT AND SUFFICIENTLY TESTED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT 3T WOULD 
WORK FUR ITS INTENDED PURPOSE BEFORE TWE PROCESS WAS INVENTED BY 
DR- MULLIS. 
Pr PRIOR INVENTION, EVEN IF PUT IN PHYSICAL FORM AND 
CANDACE L. FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, USDC, 815-431-6080 
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XNSTRUCTIONS TO THE JURY 21-3046 
SHOWH TO PRODUCE !PHI3 DESIRED RESULT, IS NOT AN INVALIDATXNG 
AWTICIPATION UNLESS SOME STF3S WERE TAKEN TO BRING IT TO THE 
ATTENTION OF THOSE WHO MAY BENEFIT FROM THE XWENTION, 
THUS, YOU EaAY CONSIDER, AMONG OTHER THINGS, FAI- TO 
FfLE A PATENT APPLICATIUN, TO DESCRIBE TIfE INVENTIOH PUBLICLY, 
OR TO USE THE INVENTION PUBLXCLY. HO-, IT IS NOT NECESSARY 
THAT THE: PATENTEE HAD KNOWLEDGE OF THAT PRIOR XWVENTION. 
IT rs m E ~ ~ E P I E ~ ~ ~ Y  PRINCIPL~E OF PATENT r a w  THAT WHEN A 
CLAIM eoww SEVERAL VERSIONS OF A PROCESS, m c u m  rs 
ANTICIPATED IF AMY ONE OF THOSE VERSIONS OF THE PROCESS IS IN 
ANY SINGLE PRIOR ART REFERENCE. 
BY WAY OF EXAMPLE IN THIS CASE, CLAIM 7 OF THE ’202 
PATENT AND CLAIM 15 OF THE ‘195 PATEHT BOT@SPECfFY THE USE OF 
AN ENZYME WHICH IS TO BE SELECTED FROM A GROUP OF ENZYMES. 
THEREFORE, EITHER CLAIM IS INVALID IF THE PROCESS DEFINED BY 
THOSE CLAIMS CQNTAINING ANY ONE OF THE ENZYMES SPECIFIED IN THE 
GROUP OF EPSZYMES IS FOmD IN THE PRIOR ART. 
THE FOILOWING INSTRUCTIONS APPLY TO 0 THE ISSUE OF 
OBVIOUSNESS, WHICH IS SEPARATE AND APART. 
AWD A LITTLE BIT WLTER, I W I U  EXPULflS To YOU THE 
VERDICT m m ,  =CAUSE YOU wrm ~6 ASECED TO RENDER YOUR, VERD~CT 
AND TO MAKE IT CLEAR IN THE VERDICT FORM. YOUR DECISIONS AS TO 
EACH C U Z M  ON OBVIOUSHESS AND OH ANTICIPATION. 
THE OBVIOUSNESS CLAIM APPLYING -0 OR BASES FOR 
INVALIDITY APPLY TO BOTH THE ‘202 M D  THE ‘195 PATENT. 
CANDACE L. FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, U S E ,  815-431-6080 
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IN ORDER TO BE PATENTABLE, AN INVBNTION MUST NOT HAVE 
BEEN OBVIOUS TO A PERSOH OF ORDINARY SKILL IN THE PERTINENT ART 
AT THE TIME THE INVENTION WAS W E .  
IN THXS CASE, PLAINTIFF DU PONT ASSERTS THAT THE ' 202  
AND '195 PATENTS ARE INVALID BECAUSE THEY CLAIM PROCESSES m T  
WERE OBVIOUS OVER THE PRIOR ART. 
OBVIOUS TO YOU AS A LAY PERSON, TO ME AS A SUDCE, OR TO A GENIUS 
IN THE ART, BUT WHETHER THE zEtVENTroN WOULD HAVE BEEN OBVIOUS TO 
ONE OF ORDINARY S R f U  IN THE ART AT T H E  TIME IT WAS HADE. 
YOU CAM CONCLUDE THAT EITHER OR BOTH THE '282 AND THE 
'195 PATENTS GRANTED BY THE PATENT & TRADEHARK OFFICE ARE 
ZNVALID EVEN THOUGH NOT ANTICIPATED OR IDENTICALLY DISCIDSED IN 
THE SINGLE PRIOR ART REFERENCE IF WI PQNT HAS ESTABLISHED THAT 
THE PROCESSES CLAIMED IN TH3 '202 AND '195 PATENTS W O W  HAVE 
BEEN OBVIOUS To A PERSON OF URDINARY SKfLL IN TRE PERTINENT ART 
IN OR BEFORE 1983. 
rrJ DETERMINING WHETHER DU PONT HAS ESTABUSEED 
OWIOUSNESS OF TEE PROCESSES CLAIMED IN THZ '202 AND '195 
PATENTS, YOU SHOULD TAKE THE FOLUWING STEPSI MCH OF WHICfI I 
W I L L  EXPfrAIN MORE F U U Y  LATER: 
COMPARE THE SCOPE AND CONTENT OF THE PRIOR ART BELIED 
UPON BY DU PONT AGAINST EACH OF THE CIAIMS OF THE TWO PATE?lTS. 
REMEMBER THAT EACH PATEHT MUST BE CONSIDERED 
SEPARATELY. 
CANDACE L. FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REmRTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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IDENTIFY THE DIFFERENCE OR DIFFERENCES BElwEElj EACH 
CLAIM OF EACH OF THE PATENTS AND THE PRIOR ART, TAKING THE 
TEACHINGS OF THE PRIOR ART AS A WHOLE0 
DETERMINE THE LEVEL OF ORDINARY SKfLL IN THE €%RTINENT 
ART AT THE TIME THE INVENTIONS OF THE PATENTS IN SUIT WERE HADE. 
FOR THE '202 AND '195 PATENTS, YOU MUST CONSIDER WHAT 
THE LEVEL OF ORDINARY SKfU W A S  W€EN TKE PATENT INVEMTIONS WERE 
HADE. 
AGAINST THIS BACKGRWND,+YOU W I L L  THZN YOUR 
CONCLUSION AS TO WHETHER THE EVIDENCE CLEARLY AND CONvfHCXNGLY 
ESTABLISHES THAT ANY PROCESS ENCOMPASSED BY THE C L l I M S  OF EITHER 
OR BOTH PATENTS m sum w o r n  HAVE BEEN OBVIOUS TO A PERSON OF 
ORDINARY SKILL IN THE PERTINEWT ART AT THE,_TfME THE INVZH!FIONS 
D I S C U S E D  IN THE '202 AND '195 PATENTS WERE MADE. 
UNLXE THE ISSUE OF ANTICIPATION, WHEN CONSIDERING THE: 
ISSUE OF 03VlOUSNESS, IT IS NOT REQUIRED THAT YUU FIND THE 
SUBJECT MATTER OF CETUS' PATENTS OBVIOUS PROM A SING= PRIOR ART 
REFERENCE, 
IF YOU ARE CONVINCED THAT 0- OF ORDINARY SKfU IN THE: 
PERTIHENT ART WOULD HAVE POUND IT OBVIOUS TO COMBINE ELEMENTS 
AND SUGGESTIUNS F ' M M  TWO OR MORE PRIOR ART REFERENCES SQ AS TO 
PRODUCE THE CLAfEIED INVENTION, THEN YOU SHOULD FIND !PHE PATENT 
mvum FOR OBVIOUSNESS. 
HOWEVER, BEFORE mCHHfNG SUCH A CONcfrfJSIOH, YOU MUST 
ALSO CONSIDER EVIDENCE SUBMITTED WHICH HAY NEGATE PLAINTIFF'S 
CANDACE L. FRANCIS, OFFfCfAL REPORTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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THE PATENTS fN THE SUIT DUE TO THE MERITS OF THE XWENTION AHD 
NOT TO OTHER FACTORS SUCH As ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION: 
2. IONG-FELT NEED BUT ONRESOLVED NEED IN THE ART WHICH 
WAS F I W D  BY THE INVENTXONS OF THE PATENTS IN SUXT; 
3 .  F A I m  OF OTHERS TO MAKE TEE IMVENTIONS; 
4. COPYING OF THE rNvEmxoN BY OTHERS IN THE FIELD: 
5 .  UNEXPECTED RESULTS ACHIEVED BY THE INVENTIONS; 
6 .  PRAISE OF THE IrTvENTION 3Y OTHERS IN FIELD, 
INCWDING BY THE INFRINGER; 
7 .  THE TAKING OF LTCENSGS UNDER THE PATENTS BY OTHERS: 
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8 .  EXPRESSIONS OP DISBELIEF BY EXPERTS AND THOSE 
SKILLED fEl THE ART; 
9. THE PATENTEE PROCEEDED COHTRARY TO ACCEPTED WISDOM 
OF PRIOR ART. 
THOSE ARE MATTERS WHICH YOU SHOULD CONSIDER IN 
DETERMINING THE ISSUE OF OBVIOUSNESS. 
HOWEVER, YOU WST BE SATISFIED !I?H&T THEXE'S A CAUSAL 
CONNECTION BETWEEN THE EVIDENCE SHOWING THE EXISTENCE OF ONE OR 
MURE OF THESE FACTORS AND THE CLAIM -- CLAIMED INVENTIOES. 
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EXCUSE PIE. 
FOR EXAMPLE, BEFORE COMMXRCIAL SUCCESS CAM EVEN BE 
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PROCESSES AMOUNTS TO INVENTION, THE EVIDENCE IN THE CASE MUST 
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fNSrnUCTfONS To THE m y  21-3050 
SHOW THAT THE COMMERCIAL SUCCESS W A S  DUE TO OR ATTRIBUTABLE TO 
THE CLAIMED INVENTION RWHER TRAN TO SOME OTHER cQNSIDERATIO1J 
SUCH AS ADVERTISING, PROHOTfON, SALESMANSHIP AND THE LIKE. 
C o m R c I A L  SUCCESS MAY HOT BE CONSIDERED BY YOU As 
EVXDENCE OF NOH-OBVIOUSNESS IF IT WAS DOE TO =TURES OF THE 
C U W R C I A L  CPR TECHNOLOGY -- PCIP TE(ZHN0fcK;Y OTHER THAN !€HOSE 
CIAIMED IN THE '202 AND TEE '195 PATENT. 
TO FIND OBVIOUSNESS, m THAT rs REQWIRED 1s THAT A 
PERSON OF ORDINARY SmL& IN THE ART, UPON REVIEWING THE PRIOR 
ART AS A WHOLE, HAVE HAD A REASONABm EXPECTATION OF SUCCESS fl 
ACHIEVING THE INvENTfoN. 
THE QUESTION OF NOM-OBVIOUSNESS IS dIF'FICULT TO ANSWER. 
A PERSON OF ORDINARY SKI= IN THE ART IS PRES-D TO €WVE 
KNOWLF,DGE OF THE RELEVANT PRIOR ART AT THE TIME OF TEE 
PATENTEE'S INVENTION. 
IF YOU FIND THE AVAILABLE PRIOR ART SHOWS EACH 0% THE 
E-NTS OF THE CLAIMS IN SUIT, YOU MUST DETERMINE WHETHER IT 
WOULD THEN HAVE BEEN OBVIOUS TO A PERSON OF omrNAR'sz SKIU TN 
THE ART TO COMBINE OR COORDINATE =SE ELEKENTS IN THE SAME 
MANNER AS TRE CLAIMS IN SUIT. 
THE DIFFICULTY THA'JC A!LTACHES TO ALL HONEST ATCEKPTS TO 
ANSWER THIS QUESTION CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE STRONG TEEIPTATIOH 
TO RELY ON HINDSIGHT WILE UNDERTAKING THIS EVALKJATION. 
IT IS WRONG To USE THE PATENT IN SUIT AS A GUIDE 
THROUGH THE MAZE OF PRIOR ART REFERENCZS, COMBINING THE RIGHT 
CANDACE Le FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, WSDC, 815-431-6080 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO TI333 JURY 2 1-3 0 5 1 
REFERENCES fN THE RIGHT WAY SO AS TO ACfIfEVE TI33 RESULT OF THE 
CLAIMS fN SUIT. 
YOU'RE AI50 fNSTRUC17ED THAT WHEN YOU CONSIDER THE PRIOR 
ART, WHETHER IN TEE FORM OF WRITINGS, PHYSICAL EXHIBITS OR 
PATENTS, YOU MUST CONSIDER THEM FOR WHAT THEY ACTUALLY DISCUSE 
TO ONE OF ORDINARY SKTLL rN THE ART AWD NO MORE. 
YOU CANNOT USE HXEFDSIGKT TO ASSEMBLE TRE IWORM&TlON 
FROM PARTS MADE UP OF INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS OF THZ PRIOR ART 
DEVICES, NOR CAN YOU RECONSTRUCT ANY OF THE PRIOR ART DEVXZS OR 
MATERIALS UNLESS OBVIOUS 5'0 O m  OF ORDINARY SKILL IN THE ART TO 
Do so. 
THE: EVIDENCE MIGHT INDICATE TO YOU THAT WHAT THE 
INVENTORS D I D  WAS OBVIOUS TO TRY. IF SO, THIS DOES NOT 
NECESSARILY INDICATE THE PATENT IS Immm FOR ommusmss. 
OBVIOUS To -- OBVIOUS To TRY IS NOT THE STANBARD, TffE 
STANDARD IS WIETmR THE IHVEN'TIOET AS A WHOLE WOULD HAVE BEEN 
OBVIOUS TO ONE OF ORDINARY SKXU TH THE FIELD TO WHICH 
INVENTION PERTAINS AT THE TIME THE INVENTION WAS W E .  
AN xmmrw IS OBVIOUS WHEN THE PRIOR ART PROVIDES A 
SUFFICIENT BASIS FOR A REASONABL8 EXPECTATION OF SUCCESS. 
(PAUSE IN PROCEEDINGG) 
THE COURT: WE DOING ALL RIGHT OVER THERE? 
ONLY A FEW MORE. CAN YOU 8TAY WITH IT? 
THE JURORS: (NODDING EZADS.) 
!I'HE COURT: f TOLD YOU THIS WAS ROT THE EXCITXNG PART 
CANDACE L. FRANCIS, OFPfCIAL REPORTER, US=, 415-431-6080 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE JURY 21-3052 
OF THE TRIAL. OKAY. BUT IT'S IMPORTJiW THAT -1 IT'S IMPORTANT 
THAT YOU GET IT, SO . 
NOW WE"RE GOING TO TALK ABOUT PRIOR ART AND WSAT PRIOR 
ART MEANS IN THIS COWTEXT. 
IN ARRIVING AT YOUR DECISION OF WHEITER OR HOT THE 
CLAIMED INVENTION IS owrous, YOU MUST FIRST IDETERMXNE THE SCOPI 
AND THE CONTENT OF THE PRIOR ART. 
THE PRIOR ART INCLUDES THE FOLUB?ING ITEMS RECEIVED 
INTO EVIDENCE DURING THE TIu.AL: 
FILING DATE OF THE PATENT OR BEFORE THE DATE OF INVENTION; 
PUBLICATIONS HAVING A DATE MORE ONE YE&R BEFORE 
THE FILING DATE OF THE PATEPPT OR BEFORE THE DATE OF INVENTION; 
W . S .  PATENTS THAT HAVE A FILING DATE PRIOR TO THE DATE 
ANYTHING THAT WAS KNOWN PUBLICLY OR USED BY OTHERS flJ 
THIS COUNTRY 3EFORE THE DATE OF IENENTION OF THE CXlAIElED SUBJECI 
MATTER IN THE PATENT: 
AND ANYTHIWG THAT W A S  W E  OR BUILT OR ANY PROCESS 
PERFORXED IN THIS COUNTRY BY ANOTHER PERSON BEFORE TfIE MTE OF 
THE INVENTION OF THE CLAIMED SUBJECT KATTER fN THE PATENT WHERE 
THE THING HADE OR BUILT OR THE PROCESS PERFORMED W A S  NOT 
OF OBVIOUSNESS rs DEFINED BY mm NATURE OF m~ PROBUM 
CANDACE L. FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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INSTRUCTIONS To THE JURY 21-3053 
COHJFRONTING THE WOULD-BE 1-R. 
THE SCOPE OF "HE PRIOR ART HAS BEEN DEFINED AS THAT 
REASONABLY PERTINENT TO THE PARTICDLAR PERSON -- STRIKE THAT -- 
TO THE PAI~TIC~TLAR PROBIEM wrm WHICH THE INVENT~R WAS I N V O L ~ D .  
THE SECOND FXTOR THAT YOU WUST CONSIDER IM DETERMINING 
WHETHER THE DISPUTED CfiAXMS IN THE '202 AND '195 PATENTS ARE 
I W A L X D  FOR OBVIOUSNESS fHVOLVE THE DrFFERENCE OR DfFFEREMCES, 
XF ANY, WHICH EXIST BETWEEN %'RE PRIOR ART AND THE INVENTIONS 
CfiAIHED IN THE PATENTS IN SUIT. 
EACH CLAIM OF EACH PATENT MUST BE CONSIDERED IN ITS 
ENTIRETY AND SEPARATELY =OH THE O!l'HER CLAIMS, 
m DETERMINING o ~ v ~ o u s ~ ~ s s ,  IT rs PROPER FOR YOU TO 
NOTE ANY DIFFEREWCES BETWEEN THE DISPUTED CLAIMS IN THE '202 AND 
'195 PATENTS, AND THE PRIOR ART. 
THE TEACHINGS OF THE VARIOUS PRIOR ART PUBLICATIONS AND 
PRACTICES, TAKING THOSE TRAeEtlN6S AS A WHOLE, IN ORDER To 
DETERMINE WHETHER THE CLZLIMED INVENTIONS WOULD HAVE =EN QBVIOWS 
HOWEVER, YOU ARE TO -I= 
TO ONE OF ORDINARY SKI% IN THE m r m m  ART IN LIGHT OF ALL OP 
THE PRIOR ART AT ISSUE IN THE CASE, 
IN EVALWATING OBVIOUSNESS, YOU WST AIS0 CONSID= 
PRIOR ART AS A WHOLE, IHCLUDING THOSE PARTS THAT TEACH AWAY =OM 
THE CLAIMED INVEMTXOW AS WELL As THOSE POINTING T O W A R D  IT. 
IT ZS XHPRUPER TO COMBINE PRIOR ART REFERENCES TO 
PRODUCE THE INVENTION UNLESS SOKE TEACHING, SUGGESTION OR 
INCENTIVE IN PRIUR ART SUPPORTS THE WlJlBfNATION- 
CANDACE Lm -CIS, OFFICfAL R E r n R m ,  415-431-6080 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO TFIE JURY 2 1-3 0 54 
WE REFERRED FREQ-LY TO TKE TERM SOMEONE WHO IS 0- 
wrm ORDINARY SKILL IN THE PERTINENT ART, AND WHAT THAT m s  
AS FOLIxlWS. YOU ARE TO CONSIDER THE F O U W I N G  WITH RESPECT TO 
THAT: 
THE EDUCATIONAL fiEvEL OF TI33 INVENTOR; THE TYPES OF 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IH THE ART; THE PRIOR ART PATENTS AND 
PUBLICATIOESS; TXE ACTIVITIES OF OTHERS; PRIOR ART SOUJTIONS TO 
!WE PROBLEM ENCOUNTERED BY !?HE INVENTOR; THE SOPHISTICATION OF 
THE TECHPJ0U)GY; AND THE EDUCATION OF OTHERS WORKING IN THE 
FIELD. 
IT IS NOT NECESSARY THAT THIS PERSON HA- IHVENTIVE 
SKILL. REMEMBER THAT T I E  TOUCHSTONE IS ORDINARY SKILL IN TZiZ 
- PERTINENT ART. 
COUNSEL, ARE THERE ANY OTHJER INSTRUCTIONS TH&T YOU 
CONTEMPLATED THAT I GIVE OTHER THAN WHAT HAVE ALlREADY BEEN RULBI 
UPON? 
[PAUSE IN PROCEEDINGS) 
MR. W I S :  (SHAKING HEAD.) 
THE COURT: IT'S HARD TO BELIEVE COULD BE 
ANYTHING ELSE: RIGHT? 
MR. FIGG: NO, YUUR HONOR. 
'ME COURT: MAY. THERE IS A VERDICT FQm. 
I DON'T HAVE THE FINAL COPY, AND SO IT'S GOING TO BE A 
LITTLE HARD FOR ME TO ACTUALLY HOLD IT UP AWD SHOW I T  TO YOU, 
BUT 1 THINK WHILE WE'RE ON THE SUBJECT OF TIE fN$TRUCTZUNS, LET 
CANDACE L. FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTERs USDC, 415-431-6080 
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ME EXPUIN TO YOU BRIEFLY -0 AND TElEN I’LL GO OVER fT IN MORE 
DETAIL WHEN WE HAVE THE CONCWDING INSTRWCTIONS -- THE VERDICT 
FORM. 
THE VERDICT FORM rs REALLY A SET OF WHAT IS CAL][~ED 
INTERROGATORIES OR QUESTIONS TO TH3 JURY, AND ZT‘S DIVIDED UP 
ACCORDING TO THE PATIWT m rssm AND THE XSSUES wxm RESPPECT O 
THOSE PATENTS. 
SO FOR ‘202 PATENT, YOU AFUT; FXRGT ASKED TO DECIDE 
UPON !PHE ISSUE OF ANTICfPATXON, AND YOU ARE ASKED THE POU&WING 
QUESTIONS : 
1. FOR EACH OF THE FOUDWXNG CLAIEIS OF THE ‘202 
PATENT, XS THE Cf iAII  INVALID IN ACCORDANCE W $ T H  THE f%STRUCTIONS 
THAT YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN BECAUSE ANY PROCESS COVERED BY THE 
c L 3 1 I M  IS ANTICIPATED BY A PRINTED PUBLICATIOH? 
AND TREN EACH OF THE CLUMS TXAT IS IN ISSUE IS 
EHUMEXATED WITH A PLACE FOR YOU To CHECK YES OR NO. 
AND, OF COURSE, YOU‘LL RE- THAT YOU WERE GlVEN AN 
INSTRUCTION ON WHAT IS BY “PRINTED PUBLZCATfOEfm FOR THAT 
PURPOSE. 
NUMBER TWO ASKS YOU ESSENTIALLY THE SAME QUESTION BUT 
WITH RESPECT TO PROCESSES THAT WERB KNOWN OR USED BY OTHERS 3N 
AND, AGAIN, ANSWERING SEPARATELY WITH RESPECT TO EACH OF THE 
CIAIMs, 
THE THIRD, AGAIN, STILL ON AEJTICIPATION UrJPER THE ‘202 
CANDACE L. FRiWCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
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CLAXH, W T H E R  ANY PROCESS COVERED BY THE CLAIM. WAS IIJVENTEI) IN 
THE ONITED STATES BY ANOTHER WHO HAD NOT ABANDONED, SUPPRESSED 
OR CONCEALED IT PFUOR TO ITS INVENTION BY DR. MUfiz;IG* 
AHD, AGAIN, THE CLAIMS LISTED, AND FOR YOU TO ANSWER 
YES OR NO. AND, OF COURSE, AGAIN, YOU WILL HAVE TO GO RACK AND 
REVIEW THE INSTRUCTIOH AS TO WHAT IS -- WHAT CONSTITUTES 
ABAHWNMENT, SUPPRESSTON OR COH-NT AND WHETHER THE FACTS 
SUPPORT SUCH A FINDING. 
FOR EACH OF !FHE FOILOWING 9- BTLM3ER POUR IS: FOR EACH 
OF THE FULLOWfNG CLAIMS UNDER THE '202 PATENT, AGAIN TfIE 
ANTICIPATION ISSUE, WWETHER ANY PROCESS COVERED BY THE CUUM 
woum w w  BEER omrous. I 
EXCUSE ME. YOU'VB'GUT THAT UNDER~"AWT1CIPATION." WE 
SHOULD HAVE A DIFFERENT HEADING -RE. THAT'S THE OBVIOUSNESS 
QUESTION AS TO ' 2 0 2 ,  AND THERE'S JUST ONE QUESTION AS Tc) ' 2 0 2  
AND '195 ON THE OBVIOUSNESS. 
AWD IT'S m T H E R ,  GIVEN THE INSTRUCTIONS THAT YOU FlAVE 
BEEN GTVEN, ANY -- THE C U I M  IS INVALID BECAUSE ANY PROCESS 
WOULD HAW3 BEEN OBVIOUS* AND, AGAfN, THOSE CLAIMS THAT ARE 
PERTINENT TO THAT BASES FOR INVALIDITY ALLEGED BY W EQNT ARE 
ENUMERATED . 
AND THE SAME QUESTION IS THEN ASKED WITH RESPECT TO THE 
'195 PATENT, WHERE ONLY THE ISSUE OF OBVIOUSNESS IS BEFORE YOU, 
AND THE CLAXMS OF TF€AT PATENT ARE ALSO ENUMERATED WITH A PLACE 
FOR YES OR NO AlJD THEN, OF COURSE, PIACES FOR THE SIGNATURES OF 
CANDACE L. FRANCIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, U S E ,  415-431-6080 
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TffE JURY. 
YOU wru GET A COPY OF A L ~  OF THE msTRVcTfom I'VE 
GIVEN YOU, INCUTDING THE CONCLUDING INSTRWCTfONS, AND, OF 
COURSE, THE JURY FOM WHEN YOU GO BACK TO DELIBERATE* 
WE'RE GOING TO TAKE A SHORT RECESS HOW AND START WITH 
ommG STATEHEMTS ( s x q  WHICH I CAN GU-E YOU WIU KEEP M 
AWAKE AND MORE IMTERESTED T~EAN TRE msmumrms HAVE. 
OKAY. TAKE AWWT TEN MINUTES? 
( m y  EXCUSED) 
(RECESS TAKEN AT 10:14 A.H.) 
P . - . . r  . I CANDACE Le -CIS, OFFICIAL REPORTER, USDC, 415-431-6080 
